1. Current Affairs:
Panama Leaks Related to a Law Firm name?
A) Panama Papers
B) Clyde & Co
C) Mossack Fonseca
D) Kennedys Law

2. Current Affairs:
First woman Chief Minister of Occupied Kashmir is:
A) Shama Khalid
B) Anousha Rehman
C) Mehbooba Mufti
D) Sashma Suraaj

3. Current Affairs:
Woman Seats in Senat?
A) 12
B) 17
C) 4

4. Current Affairs:
Captain of Pakistan T-20 Team?
A) Shahid Afridi
B) Muhammad Hafeez
C) Sarfraz Ahmed
D) Shoiab Malik

5. Current Affairs:
Attorney General of Pakistan?
A) Ashtar Ausaf
B) Munir A mailk
C) Salman Butt

6. Current Affairs:
Current National Assembly of Pakistan is?
A) 12th
B) 13th
C) 14th

7-Current Affairs:
According to Amnesty International report -2016, Pakistan, Iran, China & Saudi Arabia has hanging percentage of world
A) 54%
B) 72%
C) 90%
D) 51%

8-Current Affairs:
"Eagle-5" Military Exercises are continuing from 9-30 April
Between Pakistan & China in?
A) Balochistan
B) Shinghai
C) Jeddha
D) Karachi

9-Current Affairs:
Who Launched "Pak Sar Zameen Party"
A) Raza Haroon
B) Zulfiqar Mirza
C) Mustfa Kamal
D) Anees Qaimkhani

10-Current Affairs:
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) cost?
A) 46 Billion$
B) 44 Billion$
C) 45 Billion$

11-Current Affairs:
National Assembly of Pakistan Passed Cyber Crime bill, which is related to?
A) Remove Terrorism Activities
B) Illegal use of Internet
C) Punishment of Prisoners
D) Theft of Electricity

12-Current Affairs:
In absence of President of Pakistan who will perform as Acting president?
A) Speaker National Assembly
B) Chairman Senate
C) Prime Minister
D) Interior Minister
13-Current Affairs:
O.I.C session in Turkey(Istanbul) in which 57 Islamic Countries has join is:
A) 11th Session
B) 12th Session
C) 13th Session

14-Current Affairs:
Marriage Bill 2016 pass by?
A) Punjab Assembly
B) Sindh Assembly
C) KPK Assembly
D) Baluchistan Assembly

15-Current Affairs:
Speaker Baluchistan Assembly?
A Dr. Shela Raza
B) Raheela Hammed Khan
C Asad Qaisar

16-Current Affairs:
Operation "Zarab-e-Ahan" started by Pak Army against Choto Gaing in?
A) Multan
B) Rajhanpur
C) North Wazirstan

17-Current Affairs:
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan have signed 1300 Megawatt Electricity agreement, called?
A) PASA agreement
B) TASA agreement
C) APSA agreement
D) CASA agreement

18-Current Affairs:
Official residence of Tajikistan President??
A) Bagh e Iram
B) Qasar e Millat
C) None of above

19-Current Affairs:
NFC award stand for?
A) National Fiscal Commission award
B) National Finance Commission award
C) National Field Commission award
20-Current Affairs:
In 7th NFC award, which province got major Share?
A) Punjab  
B) KPK  
C) Sindh  
D) Balochistan

21-Current Affairs:
In 7th NFC award, which province got minor Share?
A) Punjab  
B) KPK  
C) Sindh  
D) Balochistan

22-Current Affairs:
Most costly Tea of world "dahongpao" found in??
A) China  
B) Kenya  
C) India

23-Current Affairs:
The first Muslim woman has been elected as the speaker of Germany??
A) Zakia Salam  
B) Muhterem Aras  
C) Hamidat Marjani

24-Current Affairs:
First Female has been appointed as US Military Combat Command..
A) Lori Robinson  
B) Jennifer Linda  
C) Adelina

25-Current Affairs:
Lowest Meat Consumption Country in World??
A) Nepal  
B) Iran  
C) India

26-Current Affairs:
Largest producer of cooper in World??
A) Cuba  
B) Chile  
C) Urgentive
27-Current Affairs:
Largest producer of Cotton in world??
A) Pakistan
B) India
C) China
D) USA

28-Current Affairs:
Largest Rice Producer of World
A) Pakistan
B) India
C) China
D) Russia

29-Current Affairs:
19th SAARC summit 2016 will be held in which country??
A) Pakistan
B) India
C) Sri Lanka

30-Current Affairs:
Indian Prime Minister Nrenden Modi,s Home town??
A) Mombay
B) Gujarat
C) Hyderabad

31-Current Affairs:
Chief Selector of Pakistan Cricket Team??
A) mlkl Aurther
B) Inzmam Ul Haq
C) Waqar Younas

32-Current Affairs:
Captain of Pakistan Woman Cricket Team ??
A) Sana Mir
B) Asia Iqbal
C) Nain Abadi

33-Current Affairs:
First female President of Taiwan??
A) Jenny Hung
B) Tiffany Leo  
C) Tsai Ing-wen

34-Current Affairs: 
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif Inaugurated Pak China Optic Fiber in Gilgit, its length would be??
A) 855 KM  
B) 820 KM  
C) 805 KM

35-Current Affairs:
Pak China Optic Fiber cost would be??
A) 40 Million $  
B) 44 Million $  
C) 46 Million $

36- Current Affairs

Famous Footballer Renaldo belongs to ??
   A) Brazil  
   B) Argentine  
   C) Portugal

37-Current Affairs:
State Bank of Pakistan has fixed Rate of Intrest??
A) 7%  
B) 6.5%  
C) 5.75%  
D) 8%

38-Current Affairs:
American representative for Pakistan and Afghanistan??
A) Johan Kerry  
B) Richard Olsan  
C) John Karreby  
D) David Hill
39- Current Affairs:
Prime Minister of Israel??
A) Kofi Annan
B) Netanyahu
C) Ban Ki Moon

40- Current Affairs:
World Largest Wheat Exporter Country??
A) USA
B) China
C) India
D) Russia

41- Current Affairs:
Total No. of Planets in Solar System??
A) 7
B) 8
C) 9
D) 6

42- Current Affairs:
New Taliban Leader appointed in May-2016??
A) Mullah Akhtar Mansoor
B) Mullah Haibatullah Sheikh
C) Sarajudin Haqani
D) Mullah Yaqoob

43- Current Affairs:
Iran & India will built Sea port in Iran 100 miles in west of Gwardar Seport??
A) Anzali
B) Bassam Abbas
C) Chahbhar

44- Current Affairs:
Biggest Hotel of the World??
A) Burj Khalifa
B) Abraj Kudai hotel
C) Grand Las Vegas

45- Current Affairs:
First Two artificial Islands of the World??
A) Palm Islands  
B) Lambert Islands  
C) Bronae Island

46-Current Affairs:  
Largest Producer & Reserver of Natural Gas in the World?  
A) China  
**B) Russia**  
C) Iran  
D) Pakistan

47-Current Affairs:  
Pakistan & Iran Gas pipeline is also called??  
A) Trade Pipeline  
B) Prosperity pipeline  
**C) Peace pipeline**  
D) Friendly Pipeline

48-Current Affairs:  
G-7 Annual summit-2016 held in ??  
A) China  
**B) Japan**  
C) USA  
D) Canada

49-Current Affairs:  
Army Command & Staff College is in ??  
A) Lahore  
B) Rawalpindi  
C) Karachi  
**D) Quetta**

50-Current Affairs:  
PEMRA has recently banned the advertisement of ??  
A) Cigarettes  
**B) Family planning products**  
C) Ramzan Transmissions Programme  
D) Panama leaks issues

51-Current Affairs:  
Prime Minister of Turkey ??  
A) Ahmet Davutoglu  
B) Tayyip Erdogan  
**C) Binali Yildirim**  
D) Abdullah Gul
52-Current Affairs:
Richest Chief Minister of Pakistan According -2016??
A) Mian Shahbaz Sharief (Punjab)
B) Qaim Ali Shah (Sindh)
C) Sanaullah Zahari (Balochistan)
D) Pervaiz Khatak (KPK)

53-Current Affairs:
Poor Chief Minister of Pakistan According -2016??
A) Mian Shahbaz Sharief (Punjab)
B) Qaim Ali Shah (Sindh)
C) Sanaullah Zahari (Balochistan)
D) Pervaiz Khatak (KPK)

54-Current Affairs:
Current Prime Minister of Jurdan??
A) Hani Al-Mulki
B) Abdul Rehman gull
C) Basharul Asad

55-Current Affairs:
Speaker Baluchistan Assembly?
A) Dr. Shela Raza
B) Raheela Hammed Khan
C) Asad Qaisar

56-Current Affairs:
Marriage Bill 2016 pass by?
A) Punjab Assembly
B) Sindh Assembly
C) KPK Assembly
D) Baluchistan Assembly

57-Current Affairs:
O.I.C session in Turkey(Istanbul) in which 57 Islamic Countries has join is:
A) 11th Session
B) 12th Session
C) 13th Session

58-Current Affairs:
In absence of President of Pakistan who will perform as Acting president?
A) Speaker National Assembly
B) Chairman Senate
C) Prime Minister
D) Interior Minister
59-Current Affairs:
National Assembly of Pakistan Passed Cyber Crime bill, which is related to?
A) Remove Terrorism Activities
B) Illegal use of Internet
C) Punishment of Prisoners
D) Theft of Electricity

60-Current Affairs:
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) cost?
A) 46 Billion$
B) 44 Billion$
C) 45 Billion$

61-Current Affairs:
According to Amnesty International report -2016, Pakistan, Iran, China & Saudi Arabia has hanging percentage of world
A) 54%
B) 72%
C) 90%
D) 51%

62-Current Affairs:
Current National Assembly of Pakistan is?
A) 12th
B) 13th
C) 14th

63-Current Affair:
Captain of Pakistan T-20 Team?
A) Shahid Afridi
B) Muhammad Hafeez
C) Sarfraz Ahmed
D) Shoiab Malik

64-Current Affairs:
Attorney General of Pakistan?
A) Ashtar Ausaf
B) Munir A mailk
C) Salman Butt

65-Current Affairs:
Woman Seats in Senate?
A) 12
B) 17
C) 4
66-Current Affairs:
Jang Group received Asian Media Award-2016 in Manila
A) Silver Medal
B) Gold Medal
C) Press medal

67-Current Affairs:
Next T-20 World Cup will be held in
A) 2019  
B) 2020  
C) 2022  
D) 2023

68-Current Affairs:
According to UNESCO report-2016 Quran is reading with translation in
A) 143 Languages  
B) 158 Languages  
C) 172 Languages

69-Current Affairs:
World Bank will provide Loan to Punjab Govt.
A) 100 Million dollar  
B) 150 Million Dollar  
C) 200 Million Dollar  
D) 250 Million Dollor

70-Current Affairs:
T-20 Ranking India at 1st Position While Pakistan at:
A) 5  
B) 6  
C) 7  
D) 8

71-Current Affairs:
Pakistan has embassies in World:
A) 198  
B) 144  
C) 271  
D) 111

72-Current Affairs:
Pakistani Youngest Hacker Rafay Baloch,s Paper has selected for
A) Asian Conference 2016  
B) OIC Conference 2016
For daily updates: [www.facebook.com/Wetoppers](http://www.facebook.com/Wetoppers)

For More Material: [www.cssbaba.com](http://www.cssbaba.com)

C) International Hacker Conference 2016  
D) Black Hat Conference 2016

73-Current Affairs:  
President Mamnoon has conferred total awards on 23rd March 2016.  
A) 146  
B) 164  
C) 46  
D) 64

74-Current Affairs:  
Iranian ambassador for Pakistan  
A) Sadiq Babur  
B) Mehdi Honardoost  
C) Hussan Rohani

75-Current Affairs:  
Current I.G Sindh  
A) Ghulam Haider Jamali  
B) A.D Khwaja  
C) Mushtaq Sakheera

76-Current Affairs:  
President of Turkmanistan  
A) Tyyab Urdgan  
B) Islam Karimov  
C) Qurban Ali Mamdoof

77-Current Affairs:  
Face book has Acquired(purchased) Whatsapp in:  
A) 22 Billion $  
B) 19 Billion $  
C) 16 Billion $

78-Current Affairs:  
Saudi Arab Launched Military Exercises of 21 Muslim countries.  
A) South Thunder  
B) North Thunder  
C) Exercises Malabar

79-Current Affairs:  
Defence Minister of Saudi Arab?  
A) Muhammad Bin Sulaiman  
B) Mutaib Bin Abdullah  
C) Ahmed Amir
80-Current Affairs:
Current Auditor General of Pakistan:
A) Rana Asad Amin  
B) Salman Aslam Butt  
C) Qamar Zaman Ch.

81-Current Affairs:
Name of Current Chief Executive Officer of ICC?
A) Zaheer Abbas  
B) Daved Richardson  
C) Shashank Manahor

82-Current Affairs:
Chief Election Commissioner of Pakistan??
A) Justice Anwar Zaheer Jamali  
B) Justice Sardar Muhammad Raza  
C) Justice Nasir ul Mulk

83-Current Affairs:
Withholding Tax in Pakistan??
A) 0.3%  
B) 0.6%  
C) 17%  
D) 5.75%

84-Current Affairs:
GST in Pakistan??
A) 0.3%  
B) 0.6%  
C) 17%  
D) 5.75%

85-Current Affairs:
Defense Minister of Turkey??
A) Shah Muhammad Sulaiman  
B) Fikri Isik  
C) Binalin Yaldrim

86-Current Affairs:
Zakat Nisab for 2015-16 announced by Govt??
A) 42537 Rs.  
B) 35537 Rs.  
C) 33537 Rs.

87-Current Affairs:
Muhammad Ali was Great Player of??
A) Cricket
B) Tennis
C) Boxing
D) Football

88-Current Affairs:
Indian P.M Nrender Modi & President Ashraf Ghani inaugurated friendship Dam in Afganistan..name??
A) Gamma Friendly Dam
B) Kabul Dam
C) Salma Dam
D) Heerat Dam

89-Current Affairs:
President Ashraf Ghani bestowed highest civil award of Afghanistan to P.M Nrendra Modi..name??
A) Campaign Medal
B) Afghan Cross Medal
C) Ghazi Amanullah Khan Medal
D) Ghazi Abdul Rehamn Medal

90-Current Affairs:
French open tennis trophy-2016 won by??
A) Novak Djokovic
B) Serena williams
C) Roger Federer

91-Current Affairs:
Special Revenue Assistant to P.M Nawaz Sharief ??
A) Tariq Fatmi
B) Sartaj Aziz
C) Haroon Akhtar
D) Aitzaz Chahdary

92-Current Affairs:
Nuclear Suppliers Group members in world??
A) 28
B) 48
C) 56
D) 57

93-Current Affairs:
Most Influential Women in the World??
A) Hillary Clinton
B) Angela Merkel
C) Hassina Wajid
D) Sonia Gandhi
94 - Current Affairs:
Chairman F.B.R??
A) Tariq Bajwa
B) Qamar u Zaman
C) Nisar Muhammad Khan
D) Qazi Khalilullah

95 - Current Affairs:
UN has Declare 2016 as year of??
A) Year of Family Planning
B) Year of Peace
C) Year of Pulses
D) Year of Water cooperation

96 - Current Affairs:
Boxing Legend Kimbo Slice belong to??
A) America
B) France
C) Brazil
D) Canada

97 - Current Affairs:
Boxing Legend Muhammad Ali died at the age of??
A) 64 Years
B) 74 Years
C) 76 Years
D) 67 Years

98 - Current Affairs:
Govt. of Punjab banned the Pakistani Movie??
A) War
B) A girl in a River
C) Maalik
D) Boal

99 - Current Affairs:
Euro Cup Football Championship 2016 will be held in??
A) Brazil
B) Russia
C) Turkey
D) France

100 - Current Affairs:
Boxing Legend Muhammad Ali died due to disease of??
A) Malaria
B) Septic Shock
C) Cancer
D) TB

101-Current Affairs:
Boxing Legend Muhammad Ali got the Title??
A) Tiger Wood
B) Champion of America
C) Sports Man of the Century
D) None of Above

102-Current Affairs:
World Oceans Day on??
A) 8 August
B) 8 June
C) 11 July
D) 31 September

103-Current Affairs:
USA gave favor in M.T.C.R for India in June-2016, M.T.C.R stands for??
A) Money Tracking Control Regime
B) Missile Technology Control Regime
C) Memorandum Tracking Control Regime

104-Current Affairs:
The largest source of electricity generation in Pakistan comes through:
A) Thermal
B) Hydel
C) Solar
D) None of Above

105-Current Affairs:
Torkham Border is between??
A) India & Pakistan
B) Pakistan & Afghanistan
C) India & China
D) China & Iran

106-Current Affairs:
Longest duration of Fast day (Roza) of 2016 would be in??
A) USA
B) Pakistan
C) Iceland
D) Chili
107-Current Affairs
Shortest duration of Fast day (Roza) of 2016 would be in??
A) USA
B) Chili
C) Iceland
D) Pakistan

108-Current Affairs:
ISIS (Dash) Leader's Name??
A) Mullah Akhtar Mansoor
B) Usama Bin Ladin
C) Mullah Fazalullah
D) Abubakar Al-bagdadi

109-Current Affairs:
Pakistani Ambassador in France??
A) Hassan Jalil
B) Ghalib Iqbal
C) Moeen ul Haq

110-Current Affairs:
Richest football Player of 2016??
A) Ronaldo
B) Lionel Messi
C) Grame Smith

111-Current Affairs:
Danny Danon was appointed to head a permanent committee of legal matters of international law by UNO in June-2016, belongs to??
A) Israel
B) South Korea
C) Canada
D) UK

112-Current Affairs:
7th largest Mosque of the World is??
A) Faisal Mosque
B) Grand Jamia Mosque
C) Badshahi Mosque
D) Mhaabat Khan Mosque

113-Current Affairs:
Pakistani Writer Aslam Farakhi died in Karachi yesterday, born in ??
A) Dehli
B) Lahore
C) Lakhnow  
D) Karachi  
114-Current Affairs:  
Pakistan again included in after 2008??  
A) Emerging Market Index  
B) Nuclear Suppliers Group  
C) Ashes Cricket series  
D) Polio Free Countries List

115-Current Affairs:  
Current Fight between Pakistan & Afghanistan is due to??  
A) Drugs smuggling issue  
B) American Drone Attack in Pakistan from Afghanistan  
C) Border Management Issues  
D) Illegal weapon

116-Current Affairs:  
Biggest Health Care Contract of Pakistan History is made between??  
A) Shoukat Kahnam & London Medical Institute  
B) Behria Town Developers & Bait Al Batterjee (BAB)  
C) Edhi Ambulance & Shoukat khanum Hospital

117-Current Affairs:  
Billy Bowden has retired from ICC umpire panel after umpiring of 84 Test & 200 One matches, belongs to??  
A) New Zealand  
B) Australia  
C) South Africa  
D) Zimbabwe

118-Current Affairs:  
Largest Sugarcane Producer of the World??  
A) Cuba  
B) India  
C) Brazil  
D) Pakistan

119-Current Affairs:  
Minimum Wages rate for all adult labour in Pakistan is??  
A) 12000 Rs  
B) 13000 Rs.  
C) 14000 Rs.  
D) 15000 Rs.
120-Current Affairs:
Which player became fastest to 23 ODI hundreds in 132 matches??
A) Verat Kohli  
**B) Hashim Aamla**  
C) AB De Villiers  
D) Shahid Khan Afridi

121-Current Affairs:
Taftan Gate has been built in June-2016 at the border of??
A) Pakistan & Afghanistan  
**B) Pakistan & Iran**  
C) Pakistan & India  
D) Pakistan & China

122-Current Affairs:
Which Player honoured with heighest Olympic Medal "Olympic Order" in June-2016
**A) Pele (Brazil)**  
B) Lionel Messi (Argentina)  
C) Diego Godín (uruguay)

123-Current Affairs:
Longest day of the Year is??
**A) 21 June**  
B) 22 June  
C) 22 September  
D) 25 December

124-Current Affairs:
2nd Largest Sheltering provider country to Refugees is??
A) Turkey  
B) Germany  
**C) Pakistan**  
D) Afghanistan

125-Current Affairs:
Pakistani two universities Included in Top 200 Universities of Asia in June-2016, names??
A) Punjab University & LUMS  
**B) NUST & Quaid e Azam University**  
C) NUMAL & Agha Khan Univeristy

126-Current Affairs:
Famous Qwaal Amjad Sabri was killed in??
A) Lahore  
B) Islamabad  
C) Pakpattan  
**D) Karachi**
127- Current Affairs:
Which Country has sent 20 satellites in Space in June-2016??
A) India
B) China
C) Russia
D) Pakistan

128-Current Affairs:
World Bank has approved loan for Pakistan to carry out economic structural reforms??
A) $500 million
B) $600 million
C) $7500 million

129-Current Affairs:
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) summit 23,24 June-2016 will be held in??
A) China (Beijing)
B) Tajikistan (Dushanbe)
C) Uzbekistan (Tashkent)
D) Russia (Moscow)

130-Current Affairs:
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) has member??
A) 5
B) 6
C) 7
D) 8

131-Current Affairs:
Best Military Commander Generals In The World 2016 is??
A) Raheel Sharif (Pakistan)
B) Martin Dempsey (United States)
C) Dalbir Singh (India)
D) Fang Fenghui (China)

131-Current Affairs:
Which Egypt's ex-president announced sentenced to death in june-2016??
A) Hosni Mubarak
B) Muhammad Mursi
C) Anwar Sadat

132-Current Affairs:
British government will decide to remain member of European Union or not, through??
A) Assembly Bill
B) Army Chief
C) Referendum
D) European Union Member countries vote

133-Current Affairs:
Federal Government has approved a scheme for Quran education till??
A) Middle
B) Metric
C) Intermediate
D) Bachelor

134-Current Affairs:
Finance Act Bill 2016-17 is related to??
A) Agricultural products
B) Petroleum Products
C) Tax
D) Electricity Issues

135-Current Affairs:
Which Country will be the first to leave EU??
A) France
B) UK
C) Brazil
D) Russia

136-Current Affairs
Which Team has won Football Euro Cup-2016??
A) France
B) Brazil
C) Portugal
D) USA

137-Current Affairs:
Prime Minister of UK is??
A) David Cameron
B) Theresa May
C) Queen Elizabeth

138-Current Affairs:
Oldest Cricketer to score Test hundred as captain??
A) Sachain Tandulkar
B) Brian Lara
C) Ricky Ponting
D) Misbha ul Haq
139-Current Affairs:
Oxford University London honors to Which Pakistani Singer with lifetime achievement award in July 2016
A) Atif Aslam
B) Rahat Fateh Ali Khan
C) Abrar ul Haq
D) Shzia Manzoor

140-Current Affairs:
Largest NADRA office situated in??
A) Karachi
B) Lahore
C) Islamabad
D) Gujranwala

141- Current Affairs:
First time Mobile Mosques introduced in which Country in July-2016??
A) Saudi Arabia
B) Malaysia
C) Indonesia
D) Bangladesh

142-Current Affairs:
Which Pakistani Aircraft wins best aircraft trophy at Royal International Air Tattoo Show-2016 ??
A) F-16
B) F-777
C) C-130
D) C-17

143-Current Affairs:
Current Chair Person of OGRA (Oil & Gas Regulatory Authority ) Pakistan is??
A) Dr. Asim
B) Touqeer Sadiq
C) Ayesha Mumtaz
D) Uzma Adil

144-Current Affairs:
Film made on the Life of Malala Yousaf Zai ??
A) A Girl in the River
B) He Named me Malala
C) Brave Girl Named Malala
D) Malala as peace Sign

145-Current Affairs:
Pakistan Boxer M. Waseem has won Medal in Boxing competition in July-2016??
A) Gold Medal
B) Silver Medal
C) Bronze Medal
D) Medal of Honor

146-Current Affairs:
United Nation has announced Nelson Mandela day??
A) 18 July
B) 12 October
C) 18 June

147-Current Affairs:
Great Pakistani Naat Khwan Manzoor ul Konain died on 19 July-2016 in ??
A) Lahore
B) Karachi
C) Islamabad
D) Wah Cant

148-Current Affairs:
Chairman Move On Pakistan party??
A) Mustfa Kamal
B) Shahi Syed
C) Mian Kamran
D) Malik Riaz

149-Current Affairs:
Current Chief Justice of Lahore High Court??
A) Ijaz Ul Ahsan
B) Syed Mansoor Ali Shah
C) Syed Sajjad Hussain
D) Faisal Arab

150-Current Affairs:
Which is biggest Restaurant Chain of the World??
A) KFC
B) Richet Burgers
C) McDonalds
D) Subway

151-Current Affairs:
Abdul Sattar Edhi died at the age of??
A) 84
B) 86
C) 90
D) 88

152-Current Affairs:
Ex Minister for Labor & Man power Mr. Miraj Muhammad Khan died on 21 July-2016 at the age of??
A) 62
B) 77
C) 82
D) 58

153-Current Affairs:
Current Spokesperson of Pakistan??
A) Nafees Zakria
B) Qazi Khalilullah
C) Tasneem Aslam
D) Dr. Maleeha Lodhi

154-Current Affairs:
Who took oath as Punjab OMBUDSMAN on 21 July-2016??
A) Manzoor Shah
B) Rafique Rajwana
C) Mian Shahbaz Sharief
D) Najam Saeed

155-Current Affairs:
tour de france is a??
A) Car Race
B) Boat Race
C) Bicycle Race
D) Horse Race

156-Current Affairs:
A Pakistani documentary film ‘Song of Lahore’ was awarded with the Audience Choice Award at the London Indian Film Festival in July-2016 Directed by??
A) Andy Schocken along with Sharmeen Ubaid
B) Andy Schocken along with humayun saeed
C) Andy Schocken along with Syed Noor

157-Current Affairs:
Which Political Party got Majority in AJK elections in 21 July-2016??
A) PPP
B) PTI
C) Independent Candidates  
D) PML(N)  

158-Current Affairs:  
Elections held in AJK were??  
A) 9th general Elections  
B) 10th general Elections  
C) 12th general Elections  
D) 14th general Elections  

159-Current Affairs:  
What is the Name of Professional Twenty 20 Cricket league in Pakistan held in February-2016??  
A) Pakistan Premier League(PPL)  
B) Pakistan Cricket League (PCL)  
C) Pakistan Super League (PSL)  
D) None of Above  

160-Current Affairs:  
when USA declared ISIS as terrorist Organization of the World??  
A) 20 May-2016  
B) 15 January-2016  
C) 15 June-2015  
D) 22 March-2016  

161-Current Affairs:  
Which Indian air base was attacked on January 2016 by a heavily armed group??  
A) Amritsar ASF  
B) Pathankot ASF  
C) Mumbai ASF  
D) Hyderabad ASF  

162-Current Affairs:  
Chief Minister of Sindh??  
A) Mola Baxsh Chandew  
B) Qaim Ali Shah  
C) Parvez Khatak  
D) Murad Ali Shah  

163-Current Affairs:  
Summer Olympics-2016 will be held in??  
A) Greek  
B) Brazil  
C) Germany  
D) Japan
164-Current Affairs:
First solar-powered aircraft which complete round the world trip in July-2016 ??
A) KLM  
B) Solar Jet VI  
C) **Solar Impulse 2**  
D) Boeing 747

165-Current Affairs:
Lady also known as the "Iron Lady of Manipur" (India) has the world's longest hunger striker for 16 years (2000-2016), name??
A) **Irom Chanu Sharmila**  
B) Davia Ananda  
C) Darashna Devi  
D) None of Above

166-Current Affairs:
Minister of Kashmir Affairs is??
A) Sikandar Sultan Raja  
B) **Barjees Tahir**  
C) Hafeez Ur Rehman  
D) Sardar Muhammad Yaqoob Khan

167-Current Affairs:
Burhan Wani was killed in an encounter with the Indian security forces on 8 July 2016 in Kashmir was commander of??
A) Laskar e Tayyba  
B) ISIS  
C) **Hizbul Mujahideen**  
D) Jash e Muhammad

168-Current Affairs:
Punjab-Shandong Business Conference-2016 was held in??
A) **China**  
B) Punjab  
C) Japan  
D) Turkey

169-Current Affairs:
How many New Members included in Election Commission of Pakistan in July-2016??
A) 2  
B) 3  
C) 4  
D) 5

170-Current Affairs:
Having longest tenure as a Governor of any Province of Pakistan??
A) Shahbaz Sharief  
B) **Dr. Ishratul Ebad**  
C) Rafique Rajwana  
D) Muhammad Khan Achakzai

171-Current Affairs:
New Gate named "Bab e Pakistan" built at Torkhum Border between??
A) India & Afghanistan  
B) China & India
C) Afghanistan & Pakistan
D) Iran & Pakistan

172-Current Affairs:
Which country has joined WTO as 164th and latest country on 29 July-2016??

A) Afghanistan
B) Sudan
C) Nepal
D) Pakistan

173-Current Affairs:
World Cup winner Bastian Schweinsteiger has announced his retirement from Football on 29 July-2016 belongs to??

A) Argentina
B) USA
C) France
D) Germany

174-Current Affairs:
Prime Minister of Azad Kasmir??

A) Ch. Abdul Majeed
B) Raja Farooq
C) Sardar Yaqoob Khan
D) Shah Ghulam Qadir

175-Current Affairs:
Shandor polo Festival-2016(Highest Polo ground of the world) which team won the Tournament trophy ??

A) Gilgitt
B) Chitral
C) Baltistan
D) Naran

176-Current Affairs:
Speaker of Azad Kasmir Assembly??

A) Ch. Abdul Majeed
B) Raja Farooq
C) Sardar Yaqoob Khan
D) Shah Ghulam Qadir

177-Current Affairs:
First female governor of Japan elected in July-2016??

A) Yuriko Koike
B) Bunko koe
C) Hisko Hiro
D) None of the Above

178-Current Affairs:
Which Prime Minister of Tunisia resigned on 31 July-2016??

A) Noor Al Malki
B) Binyaameen Yaldiram
179-Current Affairs:
Chief Minister Anandiben Patel of India has resigned in July-2016, She was the CM of??
A) Uttar Pardesh  
B) Gujrat  
C) Hyderabad  
D) Rajhstan

180-Current Affairs:
LUX Award show was held in Karachi on 30 July-2016, it was
A) 12th Show  
B) 13th Show  
C) 14th Show  
D) 15th Show

182-Current Affairs:
Famous Pakistani Actress Shamim Aara has died on 5 Aug-2016 in??
A) Karachi  
B) London  
C) UAE  
D) Islamabad

181-Current Affairs:
First Pakistani (Sitar e Imtiaz holder) wrestler (Phlwan) Raju Rakat has died on 5 Aug-2016 belong to??
A) Gujranwala  
B) Sialkot  
C) Lahore  
D) None of Above

182-Current Affairs:
Motto of Summer Olympics-2016 is??
A) Peace for All  
B) we are united  
C) A new world  
D) None of Above

183-Current Affairs:
How Many countries are participating in Summer Olympics-2016??
A) 204  
B) 205
184-Current Affairs:
No of Events in Summer Olympics-2016??
A) 306
B) 206
C) 255
D) 166

185-Current Affairs:
No. of Sports included in Summer Olympics-2016??
A) 44
B) 28
C) 32
D) 29

186-Current Affairs:
Which event first time included in Summer Olympics-2016??
A) Football
B) Volleyball
C) Kabadi
D) Rugby

187-Current Affairs:
Which Sport has included after 112 years in Summer Olympics-2016??
A) Swimming
B) Golf
C) Judo Karaty
D) Car Racing

188-Current Affairs:
Pakistan first time has failed to qualify for the Olympics-2016??
A) Badminton
B) Hockey
C) Swimming
D) Gymnastics

189-Current Affairs:
How many athletes are representing Pakistan at the Olympics-2016??
A) 10
B) 6
C) 13
D) 7
190-Current Affairs:
Who was Flag Bearer of Pakistan in Summer Olympics-2016??
A) Shadat Hussain
B) Rameez Raja
C) Ghulam Mustfa Bashir
D) Muhammad Samee

191-Current Affairs:
No. of edition of the Summer Olympics-2016??
A) 28th
B) 29th
C) 30th
D) 26th

192-Current Affairs:
How many athletes are participating in Summer Olympics-2016??
A) 11500
B) 12200
C) 6700
D) None of Above

193-Current Affairs:
No. of venues for Summer Olympics-2016??
A) 33
B) 22
C) 27
D) 40

194-Current Affairs:
Which Country has the biggest delegation in Summer Olympics-2016 with 554 athletes??
A) China
B) USA
C) India
D) Brazil

195-Current Affairs:
Which Country has the Smallest delegation in Summer Olympics-2016 with only one athlete??
A) Mauritania
B) South Sudan
C) Pakistan
D) Tuvalu

196-Current Affairs:
Fastest Man of the World Usain Bolt belongs to??
A) USA
B) Jamaica  
C) Canada  
D) New Zealand

197-Current Affairs:  
Famous Swimmer of the World Michael Phelps who have made a world record to win 21 gold medals in Olympic Games, belongs to??  
A) Russia  
B) USA  
C) Australia  
D) Turkey

198-Current Affairs:  
Ex Pakistani Cricket Captain Hanif Muhammad died on 11 Aug-2016 at the age of 81 years, got the title??  
A) Flying Shaheen  
B) Little Master  
C) Asian Legend  
D) None of Above

199-Current Affairs:  
Neelum-Jhelum Hydropower Plant based in Muzzafarabad will produce electricity??  
A) 969 Mwt  
B) 4500 Mwt  
C) 425 Mgw  
D) 3200 Mwt

200-Current Affairs:  
K4 is a??  
A) Faisalabad Multan Motorway  
B) Mountain in Himalaya Range  
C) Water Project for Karachi  
D) Cleanses Project of Govt. Punjab

201-Current Affairs:  
"Combing operation" Means??  
A) A searching operation by Forces to find out hidden terrorists.  
B) Kidney Operation by qualified Surgeons  
C) A bill passes by Pakistani Parliament.  
D) None of Above

202-Current Affairs:  
Who is head of monitoring committee of National Action Plan??  
A) Ch. Nisar Ali Khan  
B) Khwaja Asif
C) General Raheel Sharif
D) Nasir Janjua

203-Current Affairs:
Congo Hemorrhagic fever (CCHF) is a viral disease that spread in Pakistan, due to
A) Dengue Misquotes
B) Blood transfer
C) Tick bite
D) Lack of White blood cells

204-Current Affairs:
Current President of Azad Kashmir??
A) Ch. Abdul Majeed
B) Masood Khan
C) Raja Farooq
D) Sardar Yaqoob

205-Current Affairs:
Recently in which country Amnesty International has closed its offices ??
A) Afghanistan
B) Pakistan
C) India
D) Syria

206-Current Affairs:
Pakistan has became 6th time world champion on 17 Aug-2016 in ??
A) Cricket
B) Junior Squash
C) Hockey
D) Kabadi

207-Current Affairs:
M4 Shorkot-Khanewal Motorway has length??
A) 89 KM
B) 363 KM
C) 152 KM
D) 233 KM

208-Current Affairs:
Chairman NADRA??
A) Syed Muzzafar
B) Uzma Adil
C) Abid Sher Ali
D) Usman Mobeen
209-Current Affairs:
Pakistan has launched its biggest Navy's Warship Fleet Tanker with the help of??
A) Turkey  
B) China  
C) Canada  
D) USA

210-Current Affairs:
Pakistan Army conducting an operation along the Pak-Afghan border in Khyber Agency, called??
A) Operation Zarb-e- Azab  
B) Operation Rah-e-Nijaat  
C) Operation Rajjgal  
D) Operation Zarb-e-Ahaan

211-Current Affairs:
Tallest Building of Pakistan??
A) Shah Faisal Mosque, Islamabad  
B) Habib Bank Plaza, Karachi  
C) Minar-e-Pakistan Lahore  
D) Icon Tower, Karachi

212-Current Affairs:
Which country won first position by winning 121 medals in Olympics-2016??
A) UK  
B) China  
C) USA  
D) Russia

213-Current Affairs:
Lahore-Sialkot Motorway will be inaugurated by PM nawaz Sharief on 22 Aug-2016, its length would be??
A) 89 KM  
B) 360 KM  
C) 64 KM  
D) 150 KM

214-Current Affairs:
Host city of the 2020 Olympic Games.??
A) Dehli (Idnia)  
B) Tokyo (Japan)  
C) Paris (France)  
D) Beijing (China)

215-Current Affairs:
Which country included Pakistan in its Normal Watch List on 22 Aug-2016??
For daily updates: www.facebook.com/Wetoppers

For More Material: www.cssbaba.com

A) India
B) Russia
C) USA
D) China

216-Current Affairs:
Member of Sindh Assembly and MQM resigned on 22 Aug-2016 ??
A) Farooq Sattar
B) Kashmala Tariq
C) Waseem Akhtar
D) Iram Farooqi

217-Current Affairs:
Which country got first position in Test Ranking in Cricket in its History on 22 Aug-2016??
A) Pakistan
B) India
C) South Africa
D) Sri Lanka

218-Current Affairs:
Current Chairmain Wapda??
A) Khwaja Asif
B) Zafar Mehmood
C) Abid Sher Ali
D) Gen.(R) Muzammil Hussain

219-Current Affairs:
American Vice President??
A) Barak Obama
B) John Karry
C) Joe Biden
D) Richerd Olsan

220-Current Affairs:
National Security Adviser of PM Nawaz Sharief??
A) Sartaj Aziz
B) Aitzaz Chaudhry
C) Gen.(R) Nasir Janju
D) Ch.Nisar Khan

221-Current Affairs:
Mayor of Karachi??
A) Arshad
B) Waseem Akhtar
C) Farooq Sattar  
D) Mustfa Kamal

222-Current Affairs:  
Which Sri Lankan Player has announced his retirement from ODIs and T-20 in August-2016??  
A) Kumar Sangakkara  
B) Angelo Mathews  
C) Tillakaratne Dilshan  
D) None of Above

223-Current Affairs:  
A deadly earthquake of Magnitude 6.2 hits on 24 August-2016  
A) Pakistan  
B) Italy  
C) Somalia  
D) Russia

224-Current Affairs:  
Inspector general (I.G) of Punjab Police??  
A) Mushtaq Ahmed Sukhera  
B) A.D Khwaja  
C) TARIQ Masood Yasin  
D) Nasir Durrani

225-Current Affairs:  
Highest One day score in Cricket History made by England against Pakistan on 30 August 2016??  
A) 442  
B) 443  
C) 444  
D) 445

226-Current Affairs:  
Which two countries sign an agreement to share Military Assets And Bases of each other in August 2016??  
A) Pakistan & China  
B) USA & India  
C) Saudi Arabia & Pakistan  
D) USA & Israel

227-Current Affairs:  
Current DG ISPR??  
A) Nafees Zakria  
B) Gen. Asim Bajwa  
C) Gen. Rizwan Akhtar  
D) R.Gen Nasir Janjua
228-Current Affairs:
President Islam Karimov has died with a suspected brain haemorrhage in Sep. 2016, he belonged to??
A) Uzbekistan
B) Bahrain
C) Turkey
D) Tajikistan

229-Current Affairs:
G-20 summit-2016 held on 4,5 September in??
A) New York,USA
B) Tokyo,Japan
C) Hangzhou,China
D) Tehran,Iran

230-Current Affairs:
Which Tennis player have world record of winning most Grand slam tournaments 307??
A) Maria Sharapavo
B) Sania Mirza
C) Serena Williams
D) None of the Above

231-Current Affairs:
Bashar ul Asad is??
A) President of OIC
B) Prime Minister of Syria
C) Football Player
D) President of Syria

232-Current Affairs:
Current Hijri Year??
A) 1435 AH
B) 1436 AH
C) 1437 AH
D) 1434 AH

233-Current Affairs:
Turkish Air Force appoints first female wing commander in September 2016??
A) Urwa Ameen
B) Asraa
C) Maryim Ahmed
D) None of Above

234-Current Affairs:
Typhus is a disease spread in Chile (South America) caused by
A) Chiggers  
B) Fungi  
C) Mosquitoes

235-Current Affairs:  
Military Exercises "Joint C-2016" held in September between??  
A) Pak & USA  
B) USA & INDIA  
C) RUSSIA & CHINA  
D) CHINA & PAK

236-Current Affairs:  
US Open Tennis the fourth and final Grand Slam event of the year-2016 won by??  
A) Novak Djokovic  
B) Angelique Kerber  
C) Maria Sharapavo

237-Current Affairs:  
Which country claimed to conducted Nuclear weapons test on 9th Sep-2016??  
A) South Korea  
B) North Korea  
C) Japan  
D) Thailand

238-Current Affairs:  
Military Exercises held in September-2016 between Pak & USA in South Carolina,called??  
A) Thunder Bolt  
B) Joint C-2016  
C) Inspired Gambit  
D) none of above

239-Current Affairs:  
The Public Media Alliance (PMA) is the largest global association of public service broadcaster and News, which Pakistani Journalist has selected its Vice President in Sep-2016??  
A) Ahmer Shaheen  
B) Javed Ch.  
C) Hamid Mir  
D) Najam Satthi

240-Current Affairs:  
Jang Group has launch Pakistan's biggest online shopping festival in September-2016 with partnership of??  
A) Yahoo  
B) IBM
C) MacDonald
D) Google

241-Current Affairs:
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) Conference held on 13-18 September-2016 in??
A) Pakistan
B) Venezuela
C) Geneva
D) Sri Lanka

242-Current Affairs:
President Mamnoon Hussain conferred the award of Nishan-i-Imtiaz (Military) to General Salih Zeki, Commander of the??
A) Afghan Army
B) Turkish Army
C) Nepal Army

243-Current Affairs:
Which Country got 1st position by won maximum medals in Rio Paralympics 2016??
A) USA
B) UK
C) Brazil
D) China

244-Current Affairs:
Seven Years old British Pakistani who became world's youngest computer programmer in September-2016??
A) Muhammad Usaman
B) Hamza Shahzad
C) Ali Raza

245-Current Affairs:
Which Pakistani Player won a bronze medal at the Paralympic Games-2016 in Long Jump??
A) Sana Mir
B) Ehtshamul Haq
C) Imran Abbas
D) Haider Ali

246-Current Affairs:
Which country operated the world's largest radio telescope Aperture Spherical Radio Telescope in September-2016??
A) USA
B) India
C) China
D) Norway
247-Current Affairs:
Joint Military Exercises Started between Pakistan & Russia in September-2016, called??
A) Inspired Gambit
B) North Thunder
C) Operation Rajjgal
D) Druzba 2016 OR (Friendship 2016)

248-Current Affairs:
Current Chairman of PPSC??
A) Kalb-e-Abbas
B) Lt Gen Sajjad Akram
C) Tabana Sajjad Naseer

249-Current Affairs:
Current Chairman of FPSC??
A) Rizwan ul Haq Mahmood
B) Maj Gen Muhammad Azeem Asif
C) Naveed Akram Cheema

250-Current Affairs:
Which Country hosts the Fifth Asian Beach Games-2016 between 24 September-03 October??
A) Danang, Vietnam
B) New Delhi, India
C) Lahore, Pakistan
D) Dhaka, Bangladesh

251-Current Affairs:
The SAARC summit -2016 to be held in Islamabad and Murree, Pakistan on 9-10 November 2016 will be??
A) 17th SAARC summit
B) 19th SAARC summit
C) 14th SAARC summit
D) 18th SAARC summit

252-Current Affairs:
New Elected President of Gabon Country??
A) Jean Ping
B) Ali Bongo Ondimba
C) Abdul Razak Badwi

253-Current Affairs:
which country declared as the third largest host for refugees by Amnesty International in October-2016??
A) Jordan
B) Turkey
C) Germany
D) Pakistan

254-Current Affairs:
"300 persons killed' as result of clash between Police and protesters in October-2016 in??
A) Turkey
B) Ethiopia
C) India
D) Sri Lanka

255-Current Affairs:
19th SAARC conference-2016 which was going to held in Islamabad, Pakistan has postponed due to opposite of 3 SAARC Countries??
A) Nepal, India, Bangladesh
B) India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh
C) Bangladesh, Bhutan, India
D) None of Above

256-Current Affairs:
Best Finance Minister Of 2016 For South Asia.??
A) Ishaq Dar (Pakistan)
B) Arun Jaitley (India)
C) Ravi Karunanayake (Sri Lanka)

257-Current Affairs:
Pakistan issued $1 billion five-year Sukuk bonds on October 6, 2016 @??
A) 9.3%
B) 7.5%
C) 5.5%
D) 4.75%

258-Current Affairs:
The 23rd World Energy Congress Summit held from 9 - 13 October 2016 in??
A) Moscow, Russia
B) Istanbul, Turkey
C) Room, Italy
D) rio de janeiro, Brazil

259-Current Affairs:
Who have made first century,double century and also triple century in day and night Test Match with pink ball in Oct-2016??
A) Veerat Kohli (India)
B) Brandom Macalum (Nuziland)
C) Azhar Ali (Pakistan)
D) Hashim Amla (South Africa)

260-Current Affairs:
BRICS Summit held on 15-16 October-2016 in??
A) Beijing (China)
B) Goa (India)
C) Cape Town (South Africa)
D) Moscow (Russia)

261-Current Affairs:
200 nations have signed an agreement to limit the use of greenhouse gases in a climate change on 16 October-2016 in??
A) New York (USA)
B) Manila (Philippine)
C) Tokyo (Japan)
D) Kigali (Rwanda)
Current Affairs:
Which Country's parliament has been dissolved by its Emir Sheikh Sabah al-Ahmad al-Sabah on fuel price increase issue in October-2016?
A) Kuwait ☑
B) Brunei
C) Bahrain
D) UAE

Current Affairs:
Which University awarded with honorary doctorate degree to PM Nawaz Sharif in October-2016?
A) Cambridge university
B) LUMS Pakistan
C) Baku State University ☑
D) None of Above

Current Affairs:
Pakistan Army won the gold medal at an annual international military patrolling exercise, ‘Exercise Cambrian Patrol’ held in?
A) New South Wales, Australia
B) Moscow, Russia
C) Wales, United Kingdom ✅
D) Istanbul, Turkey

Current Affairs:
Asian Men’s Hockey Champions Trophy-2016 held in?
A) Malaysia ✅
B) India
C) Indonesia
D) Maldives

Current Affairs:
First time, Nawaz Sharif launched Health Card scheme on 22 October-2016 from?
A) Rahim Yar Khan ☑
B) Lahore
C) Multan
D) Muzafarabad

Current Affairs:
State Bank has so far frozen accounts of 2,100 suspected terrorist organisations and facilitators at the request of?
A) Auditor General Pakistan
B) Suupream court
C) National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA) ✓
D) National Action Plan Committee

: 270-Current Affairs:
pakistani ambassador to USA??
A) Dr. Maliha Lodhi
B) Abdul Basit
C) Jalil Abbas Jilani ✓
D) Nafees Zakria

: 271-Current Affairs:
Heart of Asia(organization of 14 countries) Conference of December-2016 will be held in??
A) Ankara, Turkey
B) Jakarta, Indonesia
C) Kabul, Afghanistan
D) Amritsar, India ✓

: 272-Current Affairs:
Managing Director of IMF(International Monetary Fund)??
A) Bill Gates
B) Christine Lagarde ✓
C) Johan Kerry
D) Julian Assange

: 273-Current Affairs:
State bank of Pakistan has issued a 10 rs. Coin on 24th October-2016, picture on its back??
A) Jinnah Mausoleum, Karachi
B) Faisal Mosque, Islamabad ✓
C) Rohtas Fort, Jehlam
D) Mahabat Khan Mosque, Peshawar

: 274-Current Affairs:
Captain of Pakistan Disabled Cricket team??
A) Amiruddin Ansari
B) Muhammad Nizam
C) Nihar Alam ✓
D) Asad Shuja

: 275-Current Affairs:
Terrorists attacked on Police Training Center on 25 October-2016 night which result 61 martyrred and 124 injured in??
A) Peshawar
B) Quetta ✓
C) Karachi
D) Rawalpindi

: 276-Current Affairs:
Pakistan–China Joint Special Forces Exercise has started in Pabbi, Training Center in October-2016, called??
A) Special Combat
B) YOUYI-VI ✓✓
C) Pak-China Excellency Exercises
D) Mission Impossible

: 277-Current Affairs:
A strongest earthquake of 6.6 magnitude destroyed nation's center and old buildings on 30 October-2016 of??
A) Turkey
B) Nepal
C) Kenya
D) Italy✓

: 278-Current Affairs:
The 2016 Asian Men's Hockey Champions Trophy was won by??
A) Pakistan
B) Malaysia
C) India ✓
D) South Korea

: 280-Current Affairs:
Current Minister of Information, Broadcasting and National Heritage (Pakistan) ??
A) Pervaiz Rasheed
B) Uzma Adil
C) Nasir Bajwa
D) Marriyum Aurangzeb✓

: 281-Current Affairs:
Who received the 'most resilient journalist award' by the International Free Press in Hague, Holland on 2nd November-2016 ??
A) Javed Chauhdary
B) Hamid Mir ✓
C) Talat Huusain
D) Kamran Khan

: 282-Current Affairs:
which South Korean prime minister has removed by President due to political scandal over a
close friend accused of meddling in state affairs on November 2, 2016??
A) Park Geun-Hye
B) Hwang Kyo-ahn ☑
C) Chi Sui lung
D) None of above

: 283-Current Affairs:
New Prime Minister of South Korea??
A) Kim Byong-Joon ☑
B) Park Geun-Hye
C) Hwang Kyo-ahn
D) Chi Sui lung

: 284-Current Affairs:
Renault, a French car manufacturing company, is expected to start assembling cars in Pakistan by 2018 by investment of 10 crore $ in??
A) Mughalpura (Lahore)
B) Faisalabad
C) Port (Karachi) ☑
D) Laki Marwat

: 285-Current Affairs:
renowned former producer and director of PTV died at the age of 73 years due to lung complications in Lahore on 4-11-2016, name??
A) Sohail Azeem
B) Bushra Adil
C) Yawar Hayat ☑
D) Azeem Bombywalay

: 286-Current Affairs:
Global Tobacco Control Conference will be held on 7-12 November-2016 in??
A) Geneva
B) India ☑
C) Brussels
D) Islamabad

287-Current Affairs:
Common Wealth Wrestling Championship-2016 has started in November-2016 in??
A) London (UK)
B) Capetown (South Africa)
C) Singapore ☑
D) Colombo (Sri Lanka)
288-Current Affairs:
"SAMPRITI-7" is Joint Military Exercise started in Nov-2016 between ??
A) India & Bangladesh ☑
B) Pakistan & Bangladesh
C) China & Bangladesh
D) Russia & Bangladesh

289-Current Affairs:
22nd Amendment in 1973 Constitution of Pakistan is related to??
A) Pak Army Trail Courts
B) Powers of Election Commission Members ☑
C) Related to NRO
D) Not made yet

290-Current Affairs:
First female chief election commissioner of Pakistan who took oath on 7 November-2016 ??
A) Justice Majida Rizvi
B) Asima Jhangir
C) Maryam Orangzaib
D) Justice Irshad Qaiser ☑

291-Current Affairs:
Who has elected as 45th President of USA belongs to Republican Party by getting 290 electoral vote on 9 November-2016??
A) Donald Trump ☑
B) Hillary Clinton
C) Barack Obama
D) Joe Biden

292-Current Affairs:
Current Governor Sindh??
A) Murad Ali Shah
B) Dr. Ishratul Ebad
C) Justice(R) Saeed U zaman Saddiqi ☑
D) Khursheed Shah

293-Current Affairs:
Dr. Ishratul Ebad has longest tenure as a Governor of any province of Pakistan??
A) 12 years (2001-2012)
B) 16 Years (2001-2016)
C) 14 Years (2002-2016) ☑
D) 10 Years (2006-2016)
New elected 45th president of USA Donald Trump home town name??
A) California
B) Washington DC
C) Florida
D) New York [Correct Answer]

Sharbat Gula Bibi (Afghan Mona Lisa) arrested by FIA due to??
A) Smuggling case
B) Terrorist Activities in Pakistan
C) Having Pakistani CNIC [Correct Answer]
D) None of These

Last FIFA world cup held in Brazil in 2014 and winner team??
A) Spain
B) Germany [Correct Answer]
C) Argentina
D) Brazil

FIFA world cup-2018 will be held in ??
A) France
B) USA
C) Portugal
D) Russia [Correct Answer]

which US Director of National Intelligence has resigned in Nov-2016??
A) James Clapper [Correct Answer]
B) Tamir Pardo
C) Ashton Carter

Current Director General (DG) FIA ??
A) Rizwan Akhatar
B) Nasir Janjua
C) Muhammad Amlish [Correct Answer]
D) Aftab Ahmed

Urs Mubark of Hazrat syed Ali Hajvari (Data Ganjh Bakash) (R.A) will be held on 19-20-21 Nov-
2016 in Lahore, its number??
A) 865
b) 922
C) 795
D) 973

301-Current Affairs:
Which Bank has installed world highest ATM at Pakistan-China border in Khunjerab Pass in October-2016??
A) MCB
B) NBP
C) Meezan Bank
D) UBL

302-Current Affairs:
Current minister of Planning and Development??
A) Nawaz Sharief
B) Khwaja Saad Rafique
C) Ahsan Iqbal
D) Zafar ul Haq

305-Current Affairs:
Which caretaker Prime Minister of Pakistan died on 22 November-2016 in USA??
A) Moen-u-Din Qureshi
B) Mir Hasil Khan Bazinjo
C) Ishaq Khan
D) Feroz Khan Noon

306-Current Affairs:
The sixth Women’s Asia Cricket Cup tournament is playing from 27th Nov-2016 in??
A) Sri Lanka
B) Pakistan
C) Thailand
D) Nepal

307-Current Affairs:
Current Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) president name??
A) Richard Olson
B) Issa Hayatou
C) David Richardson
D) Gianni Infantino

308-Current Affairs:
New 16th Chief of Army staff of Pakistan from Baloch Regiment appointed on 29 Nov-2016??
A) Gen. Asim Bajwa
B) Gen. Raheel Sharief
C) Gen. Javed Qamar Bajwa ✓
D) Gen. Zubair Hayat

309-Current Affairs:
New 17th Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee(CJCSC) of Pakistan from Regiment of Artillery appointed on 28 Nov-2016??
A) Gen. Rashid Mehmood
B) Gen. Raheel Sharief
C) Gen. Javed Qamar Bajwa
D) Gen. Zubair Hayat ✓

310-Current Affairs:
Which Country ex-President Mr. Fidel Castro died on 25 Nov-2016 at the age of 90 years??
A) Cuba ✓
B) Iceland
C) Spain
D) Sri Lanka

311-Current Affairs:
Which first South Asian and Pakistani Boxer won WBC silver Flyweight Championship held in Seoul(South Korea) by defeating Philippines Giemel Magramo on 27 Nov-2016??
A) Muhammad Asif
B) Muhammed Wasim ✓
C) Inamul Haq
D) None of Above

312-Current Affairs:
Lamia Airlines aircraft has crashed while transporting a Brazilian football team and dead 76 people on 29 Nov-2016 in??
A) Russia
B) Brazil
C) Colombia ✓
D) New Zealand

313-Current Affairs:
Noble Peace Prize winner-2016 Mr. Juan Manuel Santos belongs to which Country??
A) UK
B) Colombia ✓
C) USA
D) Norway
314-Current Affairs:
Noble literature Prize winner-2016 Mr. Bob Dylan is a songwriter, singer, artist, and writer belongs to which Country??
A) Australia
B) Colombia
C) USA ✓
D) Italy

315-Current Affairs:
Pakistan has started direct rail and freight service in December-2016 with which Country??
A) Iran
B) India
C) Afghanistan
D) China ✓

316-Current Affairs:
Which country's Prime Minister has first resigned on the issue of Panama leaks??
A) Finland
B) South Korea
C) Iceland ✓
D) Morocco

317-Current Affairs:
How many new ministers included in Punjab govt(now total ministers are 31) in November-2016??
A) 11 ✓
B) 13
C) 10
D) 15

318-Current Affairs:
T-20 Woman Asia Cup-2016 won by which team by defeating Pakistan??
A) Thailand
B) Sri Lanka
C) India ✓
D) Nepal

319-Current Affairs:
Indian state Tamil Nadu's Chief Minister died in November-2016 name??
A) Sarswati Kumari
B) Jayalalitha ✓
C) Shanaz Begum
D) Randeep Rathor

320-Current Affairs:
Director of Khanani and Kalia International (KKI) money changers, died in Karachi after falling from under construction building in November-2016, name??
A) Saleem Khanani
B) Abid Sathe
C) Javed Khanani ✅
D) Sadruddin Hashwani

321-Current Affairs:
who won male "Athlete of the year award-2016" and made world record by won six time??
A) Roger federer
B) Virat Kohli
C) Michelle Carter
D) Usain Bolt ✅

322-Current Affairs:
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif approved for which University to rename department as ‘Abdus Salam Center for Physics’ in December-2016??
A) Punjab University (Lahore)
B) Quaid-e-Azam University (Islamabad) ✅
C) Gomal University (DI Khan)
D) All of Above

323-Current Affairs:
A 6.5-magnitude Earthquake struck in December-2016 Sumatra island of??
A) Indonesia ✅
B) Malaysia
C) West Indies
D) Green Land

324-Current Affairs:
Pakistan has joined as a 70th member of Open Government Partnership (OGP) in its 4th Summit held 8 December-2016 in??
A) Moscow, Russia
B) Istanbul, Turkey
C) Paris, France ✅
D) Oslo, Norway

325-Who is first Pakistani, Asian woman to become Bomb Disposal Unit (BDU) member in December-2016??
A) Shista Ikramullah
B) Rafia
C) Samina Akbar
D) Maryam Aurangzaib

326-Current Affairs:
PIA flight PK-661 carrying 48 passengers and crew crashed near Havalena on the way to??
A) Peshawar to Islamabad
B) Karachi to Islamabad
C) Chitral to Islamabad ✓
D) Quetta to Islamabad

327-Current Affairs:
Which Task Force is established by Pak Navy to safeguard CPEC, Gwadar port in December-2016??
A) Dolphin force
B) Gwadar force
C) Task force 88 ✓
D) Pak China Combat force

328-Current Affairs:
Which footballer has won Award (FIFA Ballon d'Or - World Player of the Year-2016) 4th time in Paris, France on 13 December-2016??
A) Pele
B) Cristiano Ronaldo ✓
C) Lionel Messi
D) All of Above

329-Current Affairs:
Nawaz Sharief has inaugurated N-85 Surab-Hoshab road 448 KM long on 14th December-2016 in??
A) D.G khan
B) Hassan Abdal
C) Raheem Yar khan
D) Turbat ✓

330-Current Affairs:
Pakistan has successfully tested its new missile strike targets on both land and sea at a range of 700-km. on 14th December-2016, name??
A) Babar II ✓
B) Rahbar II
C) Hataf II
D) Ghouri III

331-Current Affairs:
USA have signed an agreement to provide Rs 8.5 billion to the WAPDA for the construction of??
A) Dia Mir Bahasha Dam Project
B) Kala Bagh Dam Project
C) Kurram Tangi Dam Project ✓
D) Mirani Dam Project

332-Current Affairs:
New Appointed DIG of ISI??
A) Zubair Hayat
B) Rizwan Akhtar
C) Naveed Mukhtar ✓
D) Muhammad Amlesh

333-Current Affairs:
Sixth National population census in Pakistan after 17th years to be held in ??
A) 15th Feb-2017
B) 15th March-2017 ✓
C) 15th May-2017
D) 15th Nov-2017

334-Current Affairs:
PM Nawaz Sharif has inaugurated Greater Iqbal Park in December-2016 in which city??
A) Karachi
B) Lahore ✓
C) Islamabad
D) Rawalpindi

335-Current Affairs:
Who became the first woman, and the first developing country representative, to preside over the Conference of Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) Fifth Review Conference in December-2016??
A) Dr. Maliha Lodhi
B) Angela Merkel
C) Sheikh Hasina
D) Tahmina Janjua ✓

336-Current Affairs:
Which Russia’s ambassador to Turkey has assassinated by Turkish gunman at an Ankara art exhibit on 19 December-2016??
A) Alexander M. Kadakin
B) Alexey Dedov
C) Andrey G. Karlov ✓
D) Levan Dzhagaryan
337-Current Affairs:
Current DG rangers Sindh??
A) Major Nadeem
B) **Gen. Muhammad Saeed ✓**
C) Gen. Rizwan Akhtar
D) Gen. Asim Bajwa

338-Current Affairs:
China Pakistan Economic Corridor(CPEC) total length??
A) 2896 KM
B) 720 KM
C) **2442 KM ✓**
D) 4400 KM

339-Current Affairs:
Junaid Jamshed was belong to which musical Band Group??
A) Jazz band
B) Fock band
C) Rock band
D) **Vital sign ✓**

340-Current Affairs:
Current President of Turkey??
A) Ahmed Daghlo
B) **Rajab Tayyab urdagan ✓**
C) Abdullah Gull
D) Binali Yıldırım

341-Current Affairs:
Who won the ICC Spirit of Cricket Award-2016??
A) **Misbha ul Haq ✓**
B) Virat Kohli
C) Quinton de Kock
D) Younas Khan

342-Current Affairs:
Who won award of best Cricket Umpire of the year-2016??
A) Aleem Dar
B) **Marais Erasmus ✓**
C) Richard Kettleborough
D) Ian Gould

343-Current Affairs:
Who won ICC ODI Cricketer of the Year award-2016??
A) Staven Smith
B) Hashim Aamla
C) Ravi Chandran
D) Quinton de Kock

344-Current Affairs:
New appointed DG ISPR??
A) Naveed Akhtar
B) Asif Ghafoor
C) Rizwan Akhtar
D) Asim Bajwa

345-Current Affairs:
Under 19 Cricket Asia cup-2016 won by India by defeating??
A) Pakistan
B) Bangladesh
C) Sri Lanka
D) Afghanistan

346-Current Affairs:
Afriqiyah Airline plane of Libya hijacked by two Hijackers and then surrender and landed at??
A) Syria International Airport
B) Ethiopia International Airport
C) Iraq International Airport
D) Malta International Airport

347-Current Affairs:
Commander of Tehrik-i-Taliban??
A) Mullah Akhatar Mansoor
B) Abubakar Bagdadi
C) Mullah Habaitullah Akhwandzadha
D) Mullah Umer

348-Current Affairs:
Commander of (ISIS) Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (Daesh)
A) Mullah Akhatar Mansoor
B) Abubakar Bagdadi
C) Mullah Habaitullah Akhwandzadha
D) Mullah Umer

349-Current Affairs:
Current Prime Minister of Turkey??
A) Binali Yıldırım ✓
B) Hassan Rohani
C) Ahmet Davutoglu
D) Tayyab Urdgan

350-Current Affairs:
Which govt has implemented the system of electronic stamp papers for property transfers and related cases on 26 December-2016??
A) KPK
B) Baluchistan
C) Punjab ✓
D) Sindh

351-Current Affairs:
New appointed chairman of Audit Oversight Board (AOB) under Security Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP)??
A) Mohammad Naeem
B) Ishaq Dar
C) Ayesha Ghaus Pahsha
D) Dr. Tariq Hassan ✓

352-Current Affairs:
44 people died after consuming toxic liquor in??
A) Lahore
B) Toba Tek Singh ✓
C) Faisalabad
D) Jehlam

353-Current Affairs:
Which city host the Russia-China-Pakistan Strategic Talks on Afghanistan on 27th December-2016??
A) Islamabad
B) Kabul
C) Moscow ✓
D) Beijing

354-Current Affairs:
PM Nawaz has inaugurated 340 MW Chashma Nuclear Project-III in Mianwali on 28 December-2016 with the help of??
A) China ✓
B) Turkey
C) Russia
D) Canada
355-Current Affairs:
which Movie has won Oscar award-2016 ??
A) Captain America
B) The Jungle Book
C) Spotlight ✓
D) Warcraft

356-Current Affairs:
Pak-Jordan joint military exercise held in December-2016 near Attock, called??
A) Raadul Baraq
B) Ataturk-IX
C) Friendship-2016
D) Fajr-ul-Sharq 1✓

357-Current Affairs:
US expels 35 Russian diplomats on 30 December-2016 due to??
A) Attack on Syria
B) using Veto Power against Israel in UNO
C) Cyber Crime Attack during US elections ✓
D) Joint Military exercises with Pakistan

358-Current Affairs:
New appointed 25th Chief Justice of Pakistan on 31 December-2016??
A) Yahyaa Afridi
B) Anwar Zaheer Jamali
C) Faisal Arab
D) Saqib Nisar ✓

359-Current Affairs:
New appointed General Secretary of UNO Mr. Antonio Guterreson on 31st December-2016 belongs to??
A) Japan
B) Portugal ✓
C) Sweden
D) Uzbekistan

360-Current Affairs:
New appointed Chief Justice of Peshwar High court in December-2016??
A) Ijaz ul Hassan
B) Yahyaa Afridi ✓
C) Faisal Arab
D) Saqib Nisar
361-Current Affairs:
Which Pakistani-American doctor has won the “Scientific Achievement Award 2016” from the Nato Science and Technology Organization (STO) for his extra-ordinary performance in research on medical countermeasures against biological agents.??
A) Dr. Samar Mubark
B) Dr. Sameer Hassan
C) Dr. Rashid Chotani ✅
D) All of Above

362-Current Affairs:
Who has retired as Chairman of Council of Islamic Ideology of Pakistan in December-2016??
A) Mufti Muneeb ur Rehamn
B) Maulana Muhammad Khan Sheerani ✅
C) Hamid Saeed Kazmi
D) Peer Ameer ul Hasnat

363-Current Affairs:
General(ret.) Raheel Sharif appointed as a chief of Saudi-led Islamic anti-terror alliance of??
A) 34th Nations
B) 28th Nations
C) 36th Nations
D) 39th Nations ✅

364-Current Affairs:
Which Indian Actor dead on 6th January-2017??
A) Mohan Bhandari
B) Sadashiv Amrapurkar
C) Om Puri ✅
D) Ashraf-ul-Haq

365-Current Affairs:
Who is currently appointed as Minister of Counter terrorism Punjab??
A) Lt. Col. (R) Ayub Khan ✅
B) Captain Muhammad Sadiq
C) Gen Janjua
D) Muhammad Amlesh

366-Current Affairs:
Which Former Iranian president died at the of age 82 after suffering a heart attack on 8th January-2016??
A) Mohammad-Ali Rajai
B) Ali Akbar Hashmi ✅
C) Ali Khumane
D) None of the above

367-Current Affairs:
India has decided to end the 500 & 1000 Rs. note and to issue the new currency note of worth Rs.???
A) 2000 ✓
B) 3000
C) 4000
D) 5000

368-Current Affairs:
Pakistan has Successfully Test-Fires Submarine-Launched Babur-3 Missile in January-2017 with range of??
A) 325 KM
B) 93 KM
C) 450 KM ✓
D) 520 KM

369-Current Affairs:
Which Pakistani classical & Khyal singer belongs to Patiala family died in Islamabad on 4th January-2017??
A) Ali Muhammad Taji
B) Nazia Hussan
C) Amjad Sabri
D) Utad Bade Fateh Ali Khan ✓

370-Current Affairs:
Which notorious commander and handler of social media cell of Baluchistan Liberation Army (BLA) surrender in January-2017??
A) Balakh Sher Badini ✓
B) Talal Bughatti
C) Eid Muhammad
D) Niaz Changaiz Marri.

371-Current Affairs:
Which 31st Governor of Sindh died on 12 January-2017??
A) Mian Aminuddin
B) Shaikh G.H. Hidayatullah
C) Abdul Kadir Shaikh
D) Justice (rtd) Saeeduzzaman Siddiqui ✓

372-Current Affairs:
Chief Commander of Hizbe Islami movement Afghanistan??
A) Mullah Mansoor
B) Abubakar Albaghdadi
C) Gulbadeen Hikmatyar ✓
D) Haibatullah Akhwandzadha

373-Current Affairs:
Current State Minister for National Health Services, Regulations and Coordination??
A) Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif
B) Sartaj Aziz
C) Saira Afzal Tarar ✓
D) Muhammad Baligh Ur Rehman

374-Current Affairs:
Vice president of USA Joe Biden awarded which presidential award by Obama in January-2017??
A) Medal of Freedom ✓
B) Medal of Honor
C) Medal of Bravery
D) Medal of War

375-Current Affairs:
PM Nawaz Sharif will attend World Economic Forum Annual Meeting held between January 17-20, 2017 in??
A) Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
B) New Delhi, India
C) Davos, Switzerland ✓
D) Helsinki, Finland

376-Current Affairs:
A Turkish cargo jet has crashed near Kyrgyzstan's Manas airport on its way from Hong Kong to Istanbul, Airline name??
A) Turkish Airlines Euroleague
B) Ataturk Airline
C) Istanbul International Airline
D) ACT Airlines ✓

377-Current Affairs:
Current Affairs:
Which famous urdu Novelist of India died on 16th January-2017??
A) Yousaf Kashmiri
B) Balraj Manra ✓
C) Ismat Chughtai
D) Verma Malik
378-Current Affairs:
Who is the first-ever artist to co-chair of 47th annual meeting of World Economic Forum-2017 in Davos, Switzerland??
A) Tasneem Aslam
B) Tahmina Janjua
C) Sharmeem Ubaid Chinoy
D) Salima Hashmi

379-Current Affairs:
Current Prime Minister of Canada??
A) David Cameron
B) Justin Trudeau
C) Stephen Harper
D) Tony Blair

380-Current Affairs:
Who has retired as chairman Federal Boar of Revenue (FBR) on 18th January-2017??
A) Dr. Irshad
B) Chaudhry Qamar Zaman
C) Tariq Bajwa
D) Nisar Mohammad Khan

381-Current Affairs:
New elected president of European Parliament Mr. Antonio Tajani on 18th January-2017 belongs to which country??
A) Belgium
B) Iceland
C) Italy
D) Norway

382-Current Affairs:
Donald Trump has just taken the oath of office to become the 45th President of the USA on??
A) 5 January-2017
B) 10 January-2017
C) 20 January-2017
D) 8 January-2017

383-Current Affairs:
9th BRICS Summit-2017 will be held in??
A) Brazil
B) Russia
C) South Africa
D) China

384-Current Affairs:
Current Federal Ombudsman of Pakistan is??
A) Abdul Rauf Ch.
B) M. Sulaiman Farooqi ✓
C) Ashraf Mehmood Wathra
D) Javid Sadiq Malik

385-Current Affairs:
Common Wealth games-2018 will be held in ??
A) Gold Coast - Australia ✓
B) Cape Town - South Africa
C) Tokyo - Japan
D) Kolcatta - India

386-Current Affairs:
Which country has withdrawn from Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) organization of 12 countries based in New Zealand on 23 January-2017??
A) Japan
B) Canada
C) Vietnam
D) USA ✓

387-Current Affairs:
Who is current Minister of Railways??
A) Khurram Dastgir Khan
B) Khwaja Asif
C) Khwaja Saad Rafique ✓
D) Kamran Michael

388-Current Affairs:
Who is Current director of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)??
A) Porter J. Goss
B) Mike Pompeo ✓
C) James Mattis
D) John O. Brennan

389-Current Affairs:
Multan Metro Bus Project inaugurated by PM Nawaz Sharif on 24th January-2017 completed with cost of 28.88 Billions Rs. its route length is??
A) 22.5 KM
B) 27 KM
C) 33.5 KM
D) 18.5 KM ✓

390-Current Affairs:
Current Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB) Chairman??
A) Shaharyar Khan
B) Najam Sathi
C) Miki Arther
D) Zaka Ashraf

391-Current Affairs:
Pakistan has recently conducted a successful test of the "Ababeel" surface-to-surface ballistic missile, its range is??
A) 450 KM
B) 750 KM
C) 2200 KM ✓
D) 1400 KM

392-Current Affairs:
Speaker National Assembly??
A) Fahmida Mirza
B) Ayaz Sadiq ✓
C) Shela Raza
D) Murtza Javed Abbasi

393-Current Affairs:
Deputy Speaker National Assembly??
A) Fahmida Mirza
B) Ayaz Sadiq
C) Siraj Durani
D) Murtza Javed Abbasi ✓

394-Current Affairs:
Who is current Chief Executive Officer(CEO) of World bank??
A) Christine Lagarde
B) Dr. Jim Yong Kim
C) Kristalina Georgieva ✓
D) Takehiko Nakao

395-Current Affairs:
Current USA vice President??
A) Joe Biden
B) Mike Pence ✓
C) Donald Trump
D) Dick Cheney

396-Current Affairs:
Who won Men's single Australian open tennis Champion Trophy-2017 as his 18th Grand Slam at the age of 35 years belongs to Switzerland ??
A) Rafael Nadal
B) Roger Federer ✅
C) Reykjavik
D) All of Above

397-Current Affairs:
Which country's president issued a executive order to travel ban on seven Muslim-majority nations in his country??
A) USA ✅
B) Israel
C) France
D) Canada

398-Current Affairs:
Total electricity generation capacity of Sahiwal Coal power plant??
A) 1450 MW
B) 680 MW
C) 4500 MW
D) 1320 MW ✅

399-Current Affairs:
T-20 Blind Cricket World Cup-2017 is held in??
A) Pakistan
B) England
C) India ✅
D) South Africa

400-Current Affairs:
Who won Women's single Australian open tennis Champion Trophy-2017? belongs to USA??
A) Maria Sharapova
B) Serena Williams ✅
C) Chris Evert
D) Venus Williams

401-Current Affairs:
New appointed Governor's Sindh??
A) Saeed u Zaman Siddique
B) Murad Ali
C) Mohammad Zubar Umer ✅
D) Qaim Ali Shah

402-Current Affairs:
Which Team has won 6th time Mens hand ball World championship -2017??
A) France ✅
B) Spain
C) Iceland
D) UK

403-Current Affairs:
Current Chairman Senate is??
A) Ayaz Sadiq
B) Khrsheed Shah
C) Aitzaz Ehsan
D) Raza Rabbani✓

404-Current Affairs:
Current Deputy Chairman Senate is??
A) Mufti Muneeb ur Rehman
B) Marvi Memon
C) Moulana Abdul Gafoor Haidri ✓
D) Faisal Kareem Kundi